
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This set includes x2 templates to create a teapot invitation. 

The label for your invitation, x5 blank “Baby Shower” labels and x1 with text. This can be customised in Adobe 

Reader. The font is called Never Grow Up. You can find it to download at fontspace: 

http://www.fontspace.com/kimberly-geswein/never-grow-up  

Included is x6 “You’re Invited” tags (these are attached to the other poem, tag shapped card) 

X6 “Relax & Enjoy!” tags used to attach to a teabag to include with your invitation 

Poem tag shapped cards, x3 “girl” and x3 “boy” (use in conjuction with the “You’re Invited” tags. 

HOW TO: 

1. Use the teapot template to cut our your invitations using pretty paper of your choice. With a knife make a 

slit in the front of the teapot close to the lid. 

2. Cut a second set of teapots in a plain colour paper to use as the backing. 

3. With double sided tape, line the edge of the teapot and attach the backing. (this will make it like a little 

envelope so you can insert your teabag and poem tag.) 

4. Customise your invitation labels, print (I’ve used a simple white pearl paper) and cut out neatly. Attach with 

double sided tape to the front of the teapot. 

5. Tie bows using ribbon in a corresponding colour and attach to the front of your invitations with double sided 

tape (you can glue if you like, but I find the tape less messy.) 

6. Cut out all other printable elements. For the poem tag, cut a piece of string and use tape to attach the string 

to the tag. I also put a staple just for effect (give it that teabag look). Use tape to attach the string to the 

“You’re Invited” tag. I then double sided taped the tag to the teapot.  

7. Remove the existing tag from a teabag and replace it with the “Relax & Enjoy!” tag using tape. 

There you have it, pretty teapot invitations perfect for a baby shower high tea. 
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